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Please pray for our medical mission team members as they go to Haiti.

Being new to this ministry, I had a lot of anxiety about the trip.  How would I manage dealing with an extra-large
suitcase with meds?  Will I be able to adequately diagnose the problems that are presented?  MOSQUITOS!  As soon
as we landed in Haiti-Praise God!  All the worries disappeared, despite canceled flights, chaotic airports, missing
meals, and exhaustion, all gone.

I have traveled to many underdeveloped countries in the world but Haiti by far is the worst. It broke my heart to see
how awful the living conditions are.  I always marvel that being born in America gives us so many more advantages!

We hit the deck running from the airport we went right to our first clinic.  I thought it would be chaotic, but was
surprised at how organized it was and then we started seeing patients.  The 3 hours flew by but in all that time my
heart was heavy feeling inadequate for the many problems presented.  But then God reminded me that if we were
able to change and bring healing to even one person it was all worth it.  Linda Frey

Today was definitely one to remember. I cannot remember a more humid day in the past two times I have gone to
Haiti than today. We went to Caracol which was a new church we had never been to as a group. It was an extremely
tight setup and everything was close and caused a lot of stress. I worked pharmacy as usual and enjoyed most of it. I
have gotten to be quite a pro if I do say so myself with Ken and Randy’s help. Working pharmacy helps me see and
know a lot of things, even though I do not interact with a lot of the patients that we see. As the paper bags are handed
to me and I fill them with medicine, Randy sometimes tells me what the medicine does and what it is for. This is
interesting and sometimes saddening because I can learn what the patient is going through and how it can be pretty
painful a lot of the time. As I see all of the people sitting waiting patiently for their bags, I often just look for a moment
at some of them and I see all the little kids, babies and parents that come through. I found myself thinking today that
they don’t deserve this whatsoever. They deserve a childhood like mine where I didn’t worry about being hungry or
having clean water, or being the parent that knew they couldn’t afford to go to the doctor. It brings me to tears
knowing that these kids and adults will most likely live in poverty the rest of their lives. Whenever I start thinking this
and going through all of the emotions, I am reminded of the song, “By your side’” by Tenth Avenue North, where in
one of the verses it says, “ And I’ll be by your side, wherever you fall in the dead of night, whenever you call, so please
don't fight, these hands that are holding you. My hands are holding you”. This is a reminder to me that God is by their
side, and that He’s never left, and He’ll never let go. God’s voice scatters fear and nothing can stop it. I believe that a lot
of those Haitians find their strength in Him and find even the smallest things to be grateful for. Before we all started
the clinic, they sang before it all. The fact that they found the courage and faith to sing in their circumstances, blows
me away. It just reminds me of how much I truly do not deserve and what God has graciously blessed me with. And
even through all this pain and suffering, they hold so strongly to faith and they feel blessed and extremely thankful
that we are there trying to make a tiny difference. We are all wrapped within the arms of heaven. When we are lost or
broken we tend to lean away from God, but as I look around in the clinic, I can see in most that they lean into His love,
even though they had next to nothing in their possession. It is hard giving out this medicine at times. Some of it will
only last a month and then they have nothing to help their pain. It makes me wonder why we are doing it even
though it lasts that small amount of time. Even though it's not long lasting, the love that we show during our time
there lasts forever and it tells them that there are more out there that love and care about them. We were born to
chase God’s dream. That's the reason we are here. To bless others and to ask for nothing in return. I wish I could stay
here forever. Haiti is my second home and I will always love coming here and learning what God’s plan is for my life.
Sam Russell

This is my first year going to Haiti, and so far it has quite eventful (to put it nicely).  Today we went to Caracol which
was a new place, not just for me, but for everyone.  To start off the day at Caracol we had to figure out how to do
everything in such a small place.  After about 45 minutes something scary happened, Nasha passed out.  For that
whole minute I felt very scared because I didn't know what had happened to her.  But thenI thought of how the
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Haitians must feel when someone they love gets sick or get injured, because when something like that happens in
Haiti, they can't do much about it.  We Americans take things like that for granted because if someone in America
were to get an infection our first thought, Let's go to a doctor, meanwhile in Haiti all they can do is wash it with water
and hope for the best.  That's why what we do here is so important, even if we can't heal them completely, we can
show them that we actually do care about them. Caitlin Russell

The sparkle of Haiti

After two days of travel and three medical clinics, it is time for a day of rest.  (Oh yeah! ) The rest day usually starts with
our traditional climb to the Citadel, which Is a beautiful mountain top fortress built by Christophe to protect Haiti from
Napoleon.  A trip to the beach always follows the climb, which is a great hideaway up into the mountains and serves
as a time of rest and conversation with the team members unless you have to circle the city 3 times (traffic).

Let me stop here and tell you how we got to this point of our trip. 
Traveling to Cap is always adventurous.  The trick is to squeeze medication weighing 600 hundred pounds into 13
suitcases and each team member puts one such suitcase in one hand. Then, add to the their other hand a piece of
personal luggage stuffed with clothing, candy, beach towels, and food for the week. The true difficulty is
maneuvering through long airline check-in lines and inconspicuously getting through customs in the Haiti Airport
with these two pieces of awkwardly heavy luggage. 

Travel TO Haiti or anywhere else, post COVID is difficult. This trip did not disappoint. We learned at 2 a.m. (in our
Atlanta hotel room) that the first leg from Atlanta to Ft. Lauderdale was cancelled because of bad weather. So, we
waited and waited for word as to how our travel day would change. A change of airlines and day of arrival would teach
us all the need for flexibility. (A saying from Bobby Ray popped into my head…..”When in Haiti, one must be FLEXIBLE.”
That would certainly hold true for the beginning of our trip, for sure.)

We arrived into the Cap Airport at 10AM Sunday morning and made safe travel to Blue Hills Church. The team set up
their stations and the pharmacy was arranged for optimum delivery of medications in the very warm church building,
completed by men from the Clear Creek Church. It was rather disappointing that we missed the worship service as
worshipping with our Haitian brothers and sisters is always one of the special events of the Mission trip for the team.
Nevertheless, today was glorious. We met, treated, and hugged our friends at this special church.  

Clinic #2 was in Dondon.. This trip requires 1 hr and 45 minutes over bumpy roads, each way.  We saw and treated
approximately 200+ at this church building. It was a great day to see some of the faces I recall from previous trips. 

Clinic #3 was in Canacol which is a very needy community. Travel from the Compound was only 45 mins away.  Again,
the day was busy and the Haitians receiving treatment were very appreciative. 

I think this is my 20th medical mission trip as I made my first trip in 2000.  The weeks are grueling and often times one
might wonder why they come year after year. The clinics and the poverty is the same, year after year.  There is
something that draws you back.  Some may ask, is it your guilt because you are blessed?  Are you trying to validate
your Christianity?  Is it a craving for a sense of contentment?  

I stopped trying to answer these questions years ago as I know it is my genuine love for these people.  Sometimes I’m
unsure if I come back for them or myself.  I don’t think it really matters.  The same God that loves me is the one who
loves the Haitians.  You realize this as you fly into Haiti.  As you descend through the clouds they begin to sparkle.  At
first your unsure what to make of it but then you realize it’s the reflection of the sun, off all the tin roofs.  This is the
same sun that shines on me every day.  And under each reflect ion is a child of God. Ken Hudgins

Today was a warm one in the literal sense. I felt the heat drastically we went to a small community called Caracall, that
seemed to be radiate the Haitian sun off every surface. We were in a tiny church, the walls made of crumbling
concrete, the roof made of mismatch tin, the floor of dirt, the bathroom a basin and loose water- a structure
assembling a dilapidated building that in the U.S. we would tell our children-“Stay away from that place.” But “that
place” had more warmth than even that piercing sun. It was a place filled with love for a community that had nothing
- little clean water, little fresh food, honestly little available clothing. It was a place that offered shade for the weary-
both physically and through the scripture that was woven into every facet. It was a place that taught about grace and
mercy and redemption and healing, even among the most sick and broken. It was a place we were able to serve with
the resources we have, no matter how small. I have a difficult time calling myself blessed (though humbly we are a
few things I know are absolutely blessings from God) I do often, however, consider myself lucky. Lucky that when I get
hot and dehydrated at home I can find cool air and water (unlike my Haitian brother that gets dizzy every time he
stands but doesn’t have the luxury to find shade or freshwater). I feel lucky that if I am having  menstrual cramps I can
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take ibuprofen and use a clean toilet (unlike my Haitian sister that has to suffer every month through something so
human) and I feel incredibly lucky that I have the knowledge and convenience to know when I just need to go to sleep
(unlike my Haitian grandmother that must take care of her three grandchildren 24/7 even when her blood pressure is
225/110) If this place has  taught me anything it has taught me I’m lucky. Though it’s also showed me what blessings
look like: they look like your mom wiping away your tears when you don’t feel good, they look like your neighbor
helping you down the stairs. They look like a child next to you who smiles and gives you a half five. Many of the people
I saw today were not lucky - but they were blessed. It was a beautiful reminder to me of how fleeting the things of
this world are, but how eternal His goodwill is. And I am grateful to witness that, and even the most dilapidated of
places. Maddy James

today was an interesting one for sure-we started our morning with a hike up to the citydale and as we drove through
the village I was shocked to see man running a good distance to retrieve their unhealthy horses and chase us up the
mountain to provide us with help and themselves with enough money to feed themselves, my day was piled with new
sights ranging from crowded traffic to beautiful beaches, on the way to the beach we drove past lots of kids who were
ready for school and moms and dads who struggle to provide their children with education, I also saw kids who were
on motor bikes by themselves, this showed me that even though this entire community was in need, they were still

able to trust each other and be there for each other when one was in need CLAPS Nasha Harris

Thursday, @ Every Eye Will See HimJun 9, 2022
I am Randy Davis, a 10 yr veteran traveler to Cap Haitian, Haiti. I’ve been told that the first road to recovery is the
admission of addiction. So…I admit I have an addiction to this place. I have seen it grow from it’s infancy to this
flourishing operation that my friend, envisioned. It is amazing to see how his ministry works, but I’llLuckson Previl
come back to that.

With all addictions there is baggage. For me, the heaviest burden is leaving my wife at home alone for nearly 9 days
to fend for herself. We work best together. I bear a lot of guilt just leaving her to battle the abandonment and anxiety
of separation. Addiction hurts your family. The self mutilation of rocking my body on a tap tap ride to & from every
clinic destination. Breathing in the dirt lifted from the road and the smoke from the rubbish piles burning on the
roadside. Then there is the struggle with diarrhea. Yes, the kind that displays fear on your face as a simple bubble of
gas makes its way through so clench with all your might to keep the flood gate closed. The fears associated with
addictions are real.

I was talking with another addicted veteran of missions in Haiti. She asked, why do we continue doingKelly Waldrep
this? Her question was certainly rhetorical because she immediately answered herself. She said, “I think it’s a lot like
childbirth. going through it has its misery but the result makes you forget the agony.” She’s right, we recover and
plan our next trip.

The results: this time my heart beamed when I got to hold Erica, she’s the 7 month old beautive baby of my long time
friend, Erlain. Erlain began his work with EEWSH as an interpreter on our mobile clinics. He is an extremely quiet, but
happy young man. His smile is contagious. As he has proven true honest hard worker with a heart for his fellow man.
He became a phlebotomist at the medical clinic here. His ministry is to lead the clinic devotional everyday starting at
8am on daily operations. He also leads the group chanting his favorite scriptures. He has matured into a soldier in
Christ’s Kingdom. He loves the Lord and enjoys sharing him. There are so many facets to Luckson’s ministry but this
result has really touched me. Building the Kingdom is what we are supposed to be about. I’ve truly witnessed God’s
handiwork.

Addictions leave their baggage.  I have an addiction.  I have bags and will travel.  When is my next TRIP? Randy Davis

Today we traveled 1 ½ hours to the village of Dumas located in, what felt like, the middle of nowhere. We were greeted
by the minister there, Sonel. Because Libby was still recuperating, I was used as a provider today and had the privilege
of working with Jackenson as my interpreter. He explained to me that this week was his first time working as an
interpreter. I explained to him that this week also a first for me; working as a provider for the mobile medical clinic in
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Haiti. We both agreed to be gracious towards each other and I feel like we worked very well together. He would fill in
my gaps and I was able to fill in his. At the end of the day Jackenson said to me, “You made me shine today!” I can
honestly say that’s the BEST compliment I’ve ever received.

Soooo many words have come to my mind all throughout the week; but I’ll just mention a few.

First of all, CHAOS has repeated in my head since our very first minutes in Haiti. First, there was the baggage claim
where we were all scrambling to find two suitcases either on the floor or rolling along the belt with people shouting
and looking for their own bags pushing past us everywhere we turned. Next, there was the traffic… no lines separating
would be lanes on the road, no working lights, and the constant use of a horn just to say, “I’m passing you, don’t hit
me!” Then, on the way, home yesterday, we saw piles and piles of clothing and shoes for what seemed like a mile with
people rummaging through the items to purchase from the street vendors. For someone who craves structure and
order, this has been a definite challenge to understand how any society could function this way.

Another word I keep thinking of is Confusion; confusion from seeing such extreme poverty in all the villages we’ve
visited and then seeing, on our rest day, a beach resort where 3 models were doing a photo shoot wearing full
makeup under a cabana right next to a bar. My mind could not wrap itself around the fact that these two extremes
were just miles apart (maybe even less) from each other.

Two other words have continued to bounce around in my head (sometimes literally. Thanks to the tap-tap rides):
Community and Joy

This week I’ve seen community in action. It is obvious how the Haitian people know that no man or woman can
survive without others. I’ve seen this in the way they work together, ride together, and share with each other. I’ve also
witnessed this between the interpreters and each member of our team. As I mentioned before, we fill in each other’s
gaps to make a whole. This is one of the most wonderful aspects of life with Christ: the fact that even two people from
two vastly different places and backgrounds who both know and love God, can become even more than a community,
we can become family. Nothing else on this earth can bond people in this way. God is Amazing!

Another word I continue to think about this week is Joy. I do a daily bible study where at the end of each devotional
the author remarks, “He’s where the JOY is!” I have seen this week how true this statement is. No matter what life
circumstances the Christians here face, they show joy through their singing, they shown joy in their amens, and they
show joy with their welcoming smiles toward us, their fellow brothers and sisters in Christ.

Singing our way home on the tap-tap today, we sang ‘God is so Good.’ As we sang the phrase, “He sent is Son…”
Raymond, one of our interpreter, shouted, “This is why we are here!” grinning from ear to ear. Thank you, Raymond for
reminding us of that wonderful truth. Marti Russell

This is Leonard Frey. My wife Linda (a nurse) and I are on a medical mission to Haiti. Today is our 4th clinic at a place
called Dumas which is 1 hour and 20 minutes from See Him ministry in Quartier Morin near Cap-Haitian. Dumas is
near the border to the Dominican Republic. The last 10 minutes were on a single lane road. We got trapped behind a
large herd of goats.  A motorcycle went ahead of us and drove the goats along.

At the clinic, Haitian nurses take the patient’s name, age, blood pressure, and temperature. The nurses from our team
through Haitian interpreters discuss the patient’s symptoms and indicate what drugs that they should take and if
necessary recommend going to the doctor. My role as an engineer is to take the lunch sack to the pharmacy. Ken
Hudgins, Randy Davis (pharmacists) and a Haitian interpreter place the medicines into lunch sacks. Gouda and
another interpreter explains how to take the medicine. Every patient is given an anti-worm pill. I then guide them
out through the back door.

Yesterday was a day of “rest” when we climbed to the Citadel built by Christhoff, the first Premier of Haiti built to
protect Haiti from Napoleon. In the afternoon we went to a beach . We got into a traffic jam due to people queuing
up for a gas station. Gasoline and diesel are in short supply. We ended up going around the airport on dirt roads that
were very rough. Ken said that when he first came to Haiti 22 years ago that all the roads were like those except the
road to the Dominican Republic. On the way back we went over a bridge that last year was a pedestrian bridge. We
then went past a dump along the ocean that had some homeless shelters. These homeless shacks were a lot worse
than the homeless camps in Chattanooga.

On Tuesday we went to Caracol for a clinic. While there 2 of our team had issues: Nasha (Ray and Marti Russell’s
Daughter) got dehydrated and Libby who was very under the weather had to be treated when we got back to the
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compound. There was a young woman that was wearing a beach towel. I don’t know whether she was wearing it
because she was coming to a clinic or if that was all she had to wear.  The poverty in Haiti is very extreme.

Leonard Frey

This is my fist time back in Haiti since 2018 and one of the many things I love about Haiti is that even if it’s been a
while since you were here, it seems like you only just left recently. Our Haitian friends welcome us with great big hugs
and make us feel as if we belong here. It is incredibly humbling to feel like even a small part of the incredible work
that goes on here.

Today we went to Don Don which is about an hour and half drive up a mountain on some really rough roads. We
bounced around in the back of the truck so much that my apple watch informed me that I had met both my exercise
and move goals for the day about 40 minutes into the drive. We have a relatively small team compared to previous
years but still managed to see about 260 patients. Every member of the team is all in, doing what needs to be done to
meet the needs of the Haitians before us. As always, it is heartbreaking to see the suffering of the people of Haiti with
conditions and problems easily fixed in America. Often, it feels like we’re simply putting on a bandaid when they need
so much more. I do know that it is so much more though. As Bobby Ray likes to say, NOTHING is ever wasted with
God. The preachers at the churches where we do clinics tell us that we are showing the Haitians the love of Jesus.
They tell us that this is the only healthcare some of them receive. It is also no small thing that we can now refer
patients to the clinic at See Him where serious and chronic conditions can be managed and sight can literally be
restored.

As an added blessing, this year I’m able to share this experience with two friends and fellow nurses from Parkridge
East L/D. I’m so excited that Libby and Maddy are a part of our team. I hope that they fall in love with Haiti the way
that we all seem to do.

Those that know me well have heard me talk about how much I love this place. I love mission work and using the
gifts God gave me to help others. But, ever since my first trip in 2010, I ALWAYS leave Haiti having received more
blessings than I ever give. My first trip to Haiti 12 years ago changed me. Not all at once, but in small bits over time. In
2010 the way I viewed the world, my faith, Christianity, and countless other things began to change. I believe that God
has used my experiences here to change my heart. To see how people that live outside of the US, especially in a place
like Haiti is shocking and humbling. I feel so ashamed sometimes of all I take for granted. I don’t believe that God
intends for me to feel shame. I do, however, believe He expects me to be convicted regarding what I need to do to
bless the lives of others, not just in Haiti but at home as well. When I am in Haiti, I often reflect on the fact that I did
nothing to be born into a middle-class family in the US. Just like the people of Haiti did nothing to deserve to be born
into abject poverty where even hard work, dedication and an education rarely ensure an easy or prosperous life. So,
what am I to do with that? That is what weighs heavy on my heart. Am I doing enough with my good fortune and
influence to make the lives of others better? With great blessings and an abundance of good fortune, comes great
responsibility.  I’m certain that I fall very short, and I am so very grateful for God’s grace and mercy.

I know Haiti will continue to teach me many lessons and I’m convinced that even if made 100 more trips to this
country, I would still have a lot to learn. I will forever be thankful for the experiences I’ve had here and for my Haitian
brothers and sisters that have taught me so much about my faith, myself and the world. Kelly Waldrep

Well unsurprisingly today was just like every other day we’ve had in Haiti so far, quite eventful. It started off with
heading down to the morning devo at the clinic on the compound. Here we sang a song with them and listened to
the devotional. At this same time Randy decided to give away his shoes and socks to a man who had none. Thankfully
it was just the shoes the man was missing not his pants, because we know Randy would have given him those too.
What a beautiful heart for service he has!

After our morning devotional it was off to Limonade for our last day of clinic. When we got to the church, I was
amazed at how wonderful it looked compared to 3 years ago when I was here. The day started off slow in the clinic but
soon picked up. I was again working triage with Marti and Raymond our interpreter. We had some great laughs and
learned a few new words in Creole. Man I am so thankful for the time I’ve had with Raymond and Marti, but today
broke my heart into pieces.
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Everyday at clinic we feed our interprets with a sack of food. after observing raymond i noticed he would eat one thing
out of the bag and save the other to take to his family. well, A few days ago during clinic we decided to give Raymond
some of our peach cups. He thoroughly enjoyed them and explained he didn’t know what they were. After seeing that
raymond wouldn’t each much for lunch, I decided to give Raymond some of my lunch so he would have more to take
home to his family. I did this everyday this week. However, today surprised me. Raymond shows up today ready to
work and when I greeted him, he opens his backpack and grabs out a little sack. This sack contained 2 apples. He
begins to explain to me how these look a little like the peach I had told him about. Raymond then tells me that he
went to the market and bought these just for me to share with a friend. He did this because he was grateful for me
sharing my food and he wanted to show me this fruit he knew about. I was utterly speechless. The fact that he, who
had very little money, walked 1 hr each way to interpret for us, takes care of his 3 kids and wife with no job other than
when he interprets for us, bought me apples, I can’t even put it into words the feelings! That’s the thing about haiti,
you see people with very little but are willing to give all they have just to help another, and they do it out of pure love.
it’s amazing! Although eating fruit from a market I don’t know in Haiti is daunting, I was not about to turn down this
fruit. This was one of the worst tasting apples I’ve had, but it was also the best, and the one i will never forget. My
heart hurts today as I leave my Haitian brothers and sisters! My heart hurts at the sight of the broken country they live
in. My heart hurts because I know there is not much I can do to help them. My heart hurts, because they hurt.
However, my heart is also full because I see the way they sing praises loudly in devotional. My heart is full because I
see the pure joy they choose to have despite the hard times they live in. My heart is full because I see the way they
love the lord with all their hearts and encourage me to also! My heart is full because I look forward to the day we are
all in heaven singing father god together again! Amanda Farmer

Well, here we are again, the end of another trip to Haiti. Every time I get here I am filled with a myriad of emotions,
sleep deprivation, muscle fatigue, and occasionally intestinal discomfort. I am pleased to report I have all of these
things this year. I added passing a small kidney stone to the list this year. I can’t quite describe the feeling of realizing
you are passing a kidney stone in an outhouse with no door. You want to scream out but then again, that would send
someone running to check on you so you just hold in any sounds. Thankfully, it seems to have been small and I feel
fine after exiting the outhouse.

Each team is slightly different, filled with personality and as the week winds on a lot of heckling and cutting up
ensues.  This year’s team was no different and we had lots of fun people that I want to mention:

· Randy aka Wandy or Wandal is the life of the party and stands ready with a questionable comment or joke at a
moments notice. I am so glad to have Randy back on this trip. We became Pee Buddies because of this trip several
years ago and no doubt will remain friends for the rest of our lives.

· I said all week that I want to be Leonard and Linda when I grow up. They are the elder statemen of the group
but out work and energy us all! They have been fun to get to know and hear about their many travel stories.

· It has been very fun to have 4 members of my family here this week. Marti experiencing this place that I am
passionate about and getting to meet and see the people and talk about throughout the year has been wonderful.
Nasha and Caitlin have jumped right in as well and no doubt can’t wait to come back again year after year.

· I am so proud of Sam and the man he is growing into, his journal entry brought me to tears the other night. If
you haven’t read it, you should.

· Having Kelly back on this trip has been a lot of fun. She brings a lot of energy (and 2 Nurse friends Maddy and
Libby).  Having her energy on this trip brought some great times of laughter and fun.

· Having Amanda back with the team created energy, excitement, and a passion with the team. She also roomed
with two teenage girls so she gets an extra shoutout 😊

· If you didn’t know, Ken Hudgins is “The MAN”. I took over leading this group from Ken but I could not do this trip
without him. The weeks leading up to this, Ken spends countless hours packing, counting, and preparing the drugs
for the trip.  He is a Rock and I also want to grow up to be Ken one day.

This trip and Haiti has truly changed my life. For many years, I floundered in my life thinking “I am not making a
difference in what I am doing”. After my first trip here 6 years ago, I started taking classes towards a Nursing degree.
While, that is something I still want to do one day, it just wasn’t feasible at that time in my life. In 2018, Luckson
cornered me and asked me to lead this trip, not just once but about 25 times. Once I accepted, it became very clear
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that this was the answer I had been seeking, my gifts of administration and organization can be used to serve God
and further His work on this earth. It has helped me see my purpose and what I can bring in many other areas of my
life as well.

Each year, I have to process the emotions of the week, I can easily be overwhelmed by the poverty, conditions,
struggle, and hopelessness just 833 short miles from the US mainland. There has always been a great need here and
that has not changed. There continues to be a shortage of food, gas, goods, etc that hits everyone extremely hard. It
can be and is heartbreaking.

In times like this I think of the timeless quote from the late Fred Rogers: "Look for the helpers." His mother reminded
him to find these people in times of tragedy and anxiety, and it continues to ring true because of the man who made
the comment. "You can always find people who are helping," he said. I always think of this quote when I come and
focus on finding the helpers, role models, and good in a place with so much darkness so that is where I will end my
journal entry, with the helpers:

· See Him continues to be a shining beacon of hope for the community and setting the example for children and
providing healthcare. Julmice, Julian, Erlain, Dr Sam, and many lead the ministry on the ground and ensure the many
people in Cap-Haitian, receive care, hear the good News of Jesus, and are taught how to live a more healthy life. It will
take time but teaching and leading the next generation is where you will see change. They are doing this every day
and this will bring change and hope for the future.

· The impact of Orphans and what investing in children can mean. Julmice and Julien were Orphans at the CoC
orphanage that was in Cap Haitian for many years. They now run the day to day operations of the facility and are
investing to ensure the longevity of the facility. We went back to Sonel’s church who also grew up in that same
Orphanage and is the preacher at Dumas. Sonel is doing great work with the church there, running a school, and his
own orphanage.

· Working side by side with the Haitians, our friends. They are here everyday and fighting the good fight, they are
awesome.

· The Blue Hills church where Clear Creek invested through our construction team in building a beautiful building
and few years back. Jaquin and his wife are working hard to serve a very poor community and through that building
now have a school and attendance has exploded.  God is using that facility to grow His kingdom

· The minister and his wife at Caracol are using the backside of their home to build the church. This community
may be one of the poorest I have been in and they are working each day to bring hope to that to the helpless. (I
believe this is the next work of our construction team, I can think of no better place to invest.)

There are so many more things I could say but I will end with a quote from MLK that I think of when I am on this trip
and couldn’t be more fitting:

“On the parable of the Good Samaritan: "I imagine that the first question the priest and Levite asked was: 'If I stop to
help this man, what will happen to me?' But by the very nature of his concern, the good Samaritan reversed the
question: 'If I do not stop to help this man, what will happen to him?”

Whether we are in Haiti, the US, or anywhere else in the world, we need to all pause and ask are we focused on
ourselves in these situations or are we focused on others. For this week, 13 Americans made the decision to ask what
will happen to others and planted a small seed in Haiti that God will water and allow to grow for years to come. Ray
Russell
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